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Designed for smaller hospitals, the OBIX Hosted Solution offers OBIX as a Service for obstetric units. The OBIX Hosted
Solution delivers the features and functionality of the traditional OBIX Perinatal Data System via the cloud.
Migrating clinical applications to the cloud may seem daunting compared to the traditional premises based solutions,
especially when it comes to the security of the data. For this reason, CCSI works with AWS to leverage their expertise
and service reliability. Along with these pooled resources we have made sure that security controls are in place from our
secure https webserver, firewalls, limited outbound and inbound rules, and isolated data locations.

OBIX Hosted Security Layers
The building blocks of security for the OBIX Hosted Solution have been established through its communication
relationships. The first layer is through our partnership with AWS. The second layer is through CCSI security protocols
around the OBIXCloud infrastructure and access to the OBIX software. The third and final layer is through hybrid cloud
secure shell communication between the hospital WAN to the OBIXCloud in AWS.

AWS
Protecting data and information is as important to us as it is to our customers. To maintain standards through our
certified Quality Management System, it was essential to select a proven leader for our first layer of security. Amazon
offers one of the most secure web services in today’s market. Their reputation and experience are trusted by many
companies across various industries and the reason we make use of their datacenter and infrastructure for our OBIX
Hosted Solution.
AWS offers multiple layers of security protection through credentialing, encryption, endpoints and multifactor
authentication. In addition to their security measures, AWS supports healthcare compliance including certifications for
several compliance programs such as HITRUST and others1.

CCSI Security Protocols
CCSI implements additional measures on top of AWS procedures to ensure hospital data is stored securely providing the
second layer of security protection. Unlike some other hosted software solutions, for each individual hospital we deploy
an instance of the OBIX software and associated application servers in a dedicated container. Many other hosted
software solutions deploy a single instance of software and each customer’s database is then segmented. In this
situation, although each customer’s data is separate, the software itself is not isolated and is therefore more susceptible
to corruption through multiple channels. Therefore, by installing the OBIX Hosted Solution in separate instances, should
one database be breached, the other instances are isolated mitigating risk by a single occurrence.
Additionally, access to the hosted solution is restricted to key CCSI and hospital personnel to reduce breaches or
inappropriate system use. CCSI has developed quality control and assurance standards that meet ISO, HITRUST, and
SOC2 criteria.

Hybrid Secure Shell Communication
All required interconnect hardware, from cables to the OBIX Communicare (OC) Device and Moxa terminal servers is
provided and included with the OBIX Hosted Solution. The OC device and Moxa terminal servers do not store any data
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and only serve to securely pass data from the fetal monitors to the OBIX system infrastructure in the OBIXCloud for each
facility. The OC device resides in the hospital and securely transports data between the MOXA device and OBIX Hosted
solution in AWS. The OC device is secure and only OBIX technicians have the ability to access the box for management
and maintenance purposes.
Data in motion is protected through SSH2 RSA 2048-bit encryption public-private keys utilizing point to point tunnels
that are unique to specific IP addresses and ports per OC device. This ensures that only secure trusted connections can
be established to transmit data between the hospital premises and the OBIX Hosted solution.
The hospital is provided with a secure RDP license to the OBIX Patient Manager database and is responsible for
managing user access to the OBIX system utilizing LDAP and AD access.

OBIX Hosted Solution Advantages
The OBIX Hosted Solution provides electronic fetal monitoring, charting, and archiving that utilizes state-of-the-art,
cloud based technology. The system’s charting features incorporate industry standards such as JACHO, AWHONN, and
NICHD – contributing to consistency of medical records and patient care.
This solution helps rural and community hospitals overcome the challenges associated with cost, accessibility, system
maintenance, scalability, and security in the following ways:


Cost savings are realized by eliminating the need to purchase and maintain on-premise servers or additional
power to maintain the server environment.



Deployment is faster, with less disruption to hospital operations and patient care, compared to premises based
application installations.



The hosted solution maintains compliance through secure encryption and isolation of patient/health data.



Because the application is hosted, system maintenance and updates are managed by CCSI, saving hospital IT staff
time.



Cloud technologies are inherently more flexible to deploy and elastically scale up and down to meet customer
demand.
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